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Green functions ~retarded, advanced, Feynman and Dyson propagators! are calcu-
lated for the electromagnetic field in Robertson–Walker cosmologies with hyper-
bolic 3-manifolds as spacelike slices. The starting point is the Proca equation, i.e.,
the Maxwell field with a finite photon mass for infrared regularization, in a static
cosmology with simply connected hyperbolic 3-sections. The time and space com-
ponents of the resolvent kernel are scalar and vectorial point-pair invariants, re-
spectively, and this symmetry allows for an explicit evaluation in the spectral
representation. It is found that the quantum propagators have a logarithmic infrared
singularity, which drops out in the zero curvature limit. Retarded and advanced
Green functions remain well defined in the limit of zero photon mass, and they
admit a simple generalization, by conformal scaling, to expanding 3-spaces. In
cosmologies with multiply connected hyperbolic 3-manifolds as spacelike sections,
the four enumerated propagators are constructed by means of Poincare´ series. The
spectral decomposition of the Green functions is given in terms of Eisenstein series
for a certain class of open hyperbolic 3-spaces, including those with Schottky
covering groups corresponding to solid handle-bodies as spacelike slices. © 2001
American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1413522#
I. INTRODUCTION
This is a study of vectorial Green functions in hyperbolic Robertson–Walker ~RW! cosmol-
ogy. I will keep the introduction short, given the length of the paper, and given that it is a very
technical paper too. No applications are discussed; the usefulness of Green functions in cosmology
is documented in two standard reviews,1,2 which mainly focus on quantum field theory, and my
motivation to write this paper is time-symmetric wave propagation in the cosmological absorber
theory of Wheeler and Feynman,3,4 which, however, will not be addressed here. Electromagnetic
Green functions in RW cosmologies with hyperbolic 3-sections have not been studied so far. There
do exist a great many investigations on vector equations in Riemannian spaces, but they are either
of a general nature, and hence not really explicit, or approximate, cf. the reviews cited above. I
also note that the spaces considered in this paper are not asymptotically flat, and the high sym-
metry of the hyperbolic 3-space together with the conformal coupling of the electromagnetic field
to the background geometry makes it possible to avoid the Riemann curvature tensor. Green
functions for scalar fields on hyperbolic spaces, that is, the resolvent kernel of the Laplace–
Beltrami operator, have been exhaustively studied5–10 ~as far as one can go without specifying the
covering group!, but not so the resolvent kernels of vector operators, though, in two dimensions,
there were attempts also in this regard.7,8
In Sec. II, the Proca equation is discussed ~including spectral resolution and differential
equations for the resolvent kernel! in a static RW cosmology with simply connected hyperbolic
3-sections. This equation is tantamount to electrodynamics with a finite photon mass,11 but the
mass parameter is regarded in this paper as a mere technical regularization of the Feynman and
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longitudinal time component ~a scalar point-pair invariant! of the resolvent kernel is calculated, as
well as the time component G00 of the real-space Green function, obtained by a Fourier transform.
As in Minkowski space, the retarded and advanced Green functions and the two quantum propa-
gators are defined by the choice of the integration path in the Fourier transform of the resolvent
kernel.
In Sec. IV, the spatial resolvent kernel, a vectorial point-pair invariant, is calculated, and in
Sec. V we study its Fourier transform, that is, the space components Gi j of the Green function on
the 4-manifold. ~The space–time mixing components Gi0 vanish for symmetry reasons.! Explicit
expressions for all four real-space propagators are given, and their infrared behavior and the
Minkowski space limit ~curvature radius of the 3-space to infinity! is explained. At the end of Sec.
V, the time scaling of the two classical propagators ~with zero photon mass! is discussed in RW
cosmologies with arbitrary expansion factor.
In Sec. VI, we study Green functions on open, multiply connected hyperbolic manifolds
~geometrically finite, without cusps! by periodizing the propagators calculated in the previous
sections with the covering group. We focus on manifolds with d(L),1 @d~L!: Hausdorff dimen-
sion of the limit set of the covering group#, so that the Green functions can be defined by Poincare´
series without the use of analytic continuation. There are three appendices, all dealing with the
calculation of matrix elements, which are reduced to convolutions of Poisson kernels and Feyn-
man integrals. The orthogonality and completeness relations, and the various spectral measures
used in Secs. III and IV are calculated there. The paper is more or less self-contained, the notation
is mainly that of Ref. 5, which is also the approach to hyperbolic Green functions followed here.
II. THE PROCA EQUATION IN A STATIC RW COSMOLOGY WITH NEGATIVELY CURVED
3-SECTIONS
We consider a static RW line element, ds252dt21ds2, where ds2 is the line element of
hyperbolic space, corresponding to the metric g i j5t22d i j in the Poincare´ half-space model H3
@with Cartesian coordinates ~z, t!, t.0, z“z11iz2#, or to g i j54(12uxu2)22d i j in the ball model
B3(uxu,1), cf. Ref. 12. The field equations read
Fab;b1m2Aa5 ja, ~2.1!
where Fab5Ab ,a2Aa ,b , and we have included a photon mass m for the infrared regularization of
quantum propagators. We find in H3, with xi5(z1 ,z2 ,t),
F0b;b[2t2A0,n ,n1tA0,32tA3,01t2An ,n ,0 , ~2.2!
Fib;b[Ai ,0,02t2Ai ,n ,n1tA3,i2tAi ,32A0,0,i1t2An ,n ,i . ~2.3!
@Greek indices run from 0 to 3, Latin ones from 1 to 3, unless explicitly stated otherwise. When-
ever a Latin subscript is attached twice to the same vector, ordinary summation is implied, e.g., in
~2.2! and ~2.3!, summation over n.# In ~2.1!, we could substitute Fab;b[2Aa;b;b1RabAb
1A ;b
b ,a
, but it is better to avoid Christoffel symbols and the Ricci tensor.
The Lorentz condition, Aa;a50, is a consequence of ~2.1! and current conservation, and we
find, by differentiation,
2A0,01t2An ,n2tA350, A0,0,02t2An ,n ,01tA3,050,
~2.4!
A0,0,i2t2An ,n ,i1tA3,i22td3iAn ,n1d3iA350.
Using ~2.4!, we write the field Eqs. ~2.1!–~2.3! as
A0,0,02DH3A01m2A05 j0 , DH3“t2DE32t]/]t , ~2.5!
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where DH3, is the scalar Laplace–Beltrami operator of H3, and DE3 is the Euclidean Laplace
operator in Cartesian coordinates xi5(z1 ,z2 ,t). In this way we obtain separate equations for the
space and time components of Aa .
Analogously to ~2.2! and ~2.3!, we find in the ball model B3,
F0b;b[2~1/4!~12uxu2!2~A0,n ,n2An ,n ,0!1~1/2!~12uxu2!xn~An ,02A0,n!, ~2.7!
Fib;b[Ai ,0,02A0,0,i2~1/4!~12uxu2!2~Ai ,n ,n2An ,n ,i!2~1/2!~12uxu2!xn~An ,i2Ai ,n!. ~2.8!
The Lorentz condition reads as
2A0,01~1/2!~12uxu2!xnAn1~1/4!~12uxu2!2An ,n50, ~2.9!
to be differentiated with respect to space and time variables as in ~2.4!, and the separated field
equations are
A0,0,02DB3A01m2A05 j0 , ~2.10!




4 S DE31 212uxu2 xn ]]xnD . ~2.12!
In H3, a set of transversal modes propagating along the t-semiaxis is readily found, Eqs.
~2.4!–~2.6! ~with jm50! are solved by
A15t ise2ivt, A05A25A350, v25s21m2, ~2.13!
and the same with A1 and A2 interchanged. The longitudinal modes traveling along the t-semiaxis
read
A35t ise2ivt, A15A250, A052i~12is !v21tA3 , v25s2111m2. ~2.14!
The time component A0 is inferred from the Lorentz condition in ~2.4!, and one should also stress
that the dispersion relation is different from the transversal modes.
A complete set of eigenfunctions can be generated by applying certain symmetry transforma-
tions of H3 @Mo¨bius transformations aj(z)5(z2j)21, lifted into H3, cf. Ref. 12# to the plane
waves ~2.13! and ~2.14!. The dispersion relations remain unaltered, and we find, with Am
5(A0 ,A) and i51,2, cf. Ref. 13,
A0
Ti50, ATi~z ,t;j ,s !5aTi~z ,t;j ,s !e2ivt,
~2.15!
A0
L~z ,t;j ,s !52iv21~12is !P11is~z ,t;j!e2ivt,
AL~z ,t;j ,s !5aL~z ,t;j ,s !e2ivt,
~2.16!
aL~z ,t;j ,s !“P
21is~z ,t;j!
t2 S 22t~z12j1!22t~z22j2!uz2ju22t2 D , P~z ,t;j!“ tuz2ju21t2 ,











@z“(z1 ,z2), j“(j1 ,j2); it is useful to use complex notation as at the beginning of this section.#
We have chosen the normalization aTi(z ,t;j ,s)aTi(z ,t;j ,2s)5(P/t)2, and the same for the
longitudinal component, and these vectors form an orthogonal triad; the aT1,2 generate the tangent
planes of the horospheres12 P(z ,t;j)5const., and aL is proportional to the gradient of P.













11is S 212is ]2Pis]z1]z2214is D21Pis1~11is !P21is
]P11is
]z2
D , Di j“ ]2]zi22 ]2]z j2 ,
and we will assume the identity,
]P11is
]t
5~11is !P21isS 1tP22 D ~2.19!
substituted into the third component of aL, so that no t-derivatives appear in the eigenvectors. The
zi-derivatives in ~2.18! may also be replaced by j i-derivatives, via the substitution ]/]zi
→2]/]j i . When performing integrations over eigenfunctions, we will pull the differential op-
erators in front of the integral signs, so that we are left with convolutions of Poisson kernels,
which can be calculated by Feynman parametrization; this is the purpose of ~2.18!.
Finally, the eigenvectors ~2.17! can be written as
~aL~z ,t;j ,s !! t5~0,0,1 !@aj8~z ,t !#Pis~z ,t;j!,
~2.20!
~aT1! t5~1,0,0 !@aj8#Pis, ~aT2! t5~0,21,0!@aj8#Pis,
where @aj8# denotes the Jacobian of the Mo¨bius transformation aj(z)5(z2j)21 lifted into the
half-space. The superscript t denotes transposition of the row-vectors ~2.17!, and ordinary matrix
multiplication is assumed on the right-hand side of these equations. In Ref. 13, we derived
~aL~g~z ,t !;j ,s !! t@g8~z ,t !#5ug218ju is~0,0,ug218ju!@ag21j8 ~z ,t !#P
is~z ,t;g21j!,
~2.21!
~aT1~g;j ,s !! t@g8#5ug218ju is~Re~g218j!,2Im~g218j!,0!@ag21j8 ~z ,t !#P
is~z ,t;g21j!,
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where g21j is the Mo¨bius transformation g21 acting in the complex plane, and g218j denotes its





@g8~z ,t !# taL~g~z ,t !;j ,s !5ug218ju11isaL~z ,t;g21j ,s !,
@g8# taTL~g;j!5ug218ju isg218jaTL~g21j!, ~2.23!
@g8# taTR~g;j!5ug218ju isg218jaTR~g21j!,
with @g8# ta“ai@g8# i j . ~TL ,R stands for left and right transversal polarization, respectively.! As for
the time component of the longitudinal modes in ~2.16!, we use5,6
P11is~g~z ,t !;j!5ug218ju11isP11is~z ,t;g21j!, ~2.24!
which is the scalar analog to ~2.23!. These symmetries are crucial in constructing the eigenfunc-
tions of ~2.5! and ~2.6! on multiply connected manifolds, as well as the spectral representation of
the resolvent, cf. Sec. VI.
Next we derive the differential equations for the propagators of the Proca Eq. ~2.1!. We start
with a bivector Gaa8(x ,x8) on the 4-manifold; primed indices refer to the primed variable, and we
define Faa8b
G (x ,x8)“Gba8;a2Gaa8;b , which is evidently a second rank skew tensor with respect
to x, and a vector with respect to x8. The covariant differentiations may be replaced by ordinary
ones, as usual in Fab . Likewise, in the divergence Faa8 ;b
G b
, the primed index and the primed
variable are regarded as dummy parameters in the differentiation procedure. Green functions are





(2g)21/2d denotes the Dirac function on the 4-manifold. The variable in the metric and the
determinant on the right-hand side may be x or x8, given the support of the d-function. Clearly,
Gaa8(x ,x8) is an inverting kernel, since
Aa5E Gaa8~x ,x8! ja8~x8!A2g~x8!dx8 ~2.26!
solves the field Eq. ~2.1! according to
Fa ;b
b 1m2Aa5E ~Faa8 ;bG b 1m2Gaa8! ja8~x8!A2g~x8!dx85 ja . ~2.27!






and find, with ~2.10! and ~2.11!,
2DB3Gˆ 00~v;x,y!1~m22v2!Gˆ 0052~1/8!~12uyu2!3d~x2y!, ~2.29!
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We have here slightly changed notation, writing y instead of x8, and all differentiations are with
respect to the variable x. In ~2.28!, we write as a shortcut t instead of t2t8. Gˆ 00 and Gˆ i j are
scalar and vectorial point-pair invariants on the 3-space, respectively, cf. Ref. 13, and ~6.3! and
~6.4!. ~The first index always refers to x and the second to y.! To achieve the symmetry
Gˆ mn(v;x,y)5Gˆ nm(v;y,x), we put the space–time mixing components to zero, that is Gˆ 0 j and
Gˆ i0 , which satisfy the homogeneous Eqs. ~2.29! and ~2.30!, respectively. Equations analogous to
~2.29! and ~2.30! hold in the half-space model H3,
2DH3Gˆ 00~v;z ,t;z0 ,t0!1~m22v2!Gˆ 0052t3d~ t2t0!d~z2z0!, ~2.31!
2DH3Gˆ i j~v;z ,t;z0 ,t0!22t~Gˆ i j ,32Gˆ 3 j ,i!22td3iGˆ n j ,n1d3iGˆ 3 j1~m22v2!Gˆ i j
5td~ t2t0!d~z2z0!. ~2.32!
@t is the coordinate in the half-space H3 orthogonal to the complex plane; cosmic time is denoted
by t.# In Secs. III and IV, we will solve ~2.31! and ~2.32!, respectively, and figure out the boundary
conditions, in terms of pole coefficient and decay at infinity. In Secs. II and V, we will discuss the
Fourier transform ~2.28!, specify the integration paths encircling the singularities of the resolvent,
and calculate the propagators, i.e., the general solution of Eq. ~2.25!.
III. THE SCALAR TIME COMPONENT OF THE GREEN FUNCTION
The differential equations for the time-time component Gˆ 00 of the resolvent kernel only
involve the Laplace–Beltrami operator ~2.29! or ~2.31!, and accordingly Gˆ 00 transforms as a scalar
under spatial coordinate transformations. We put y50 in ~2.29!, define l“m22v2 as spectral
parameter, and look for spherically symmetric solutions c(l ,r) of (2DB31l)c(l ,r)50 or
2~12r2!2
4 Fc912S 1r 1 r12r2Dc8G1lc50. ~3.1!
Two independent solutions of ~3.1! are
c6~l ,r !5~12r2!11A11lr21~~11r !22A11l6~12r !22A11l!, ~3.2!
and we assume Re A11l.0. Since Gˆ 00(v;x,0) is spherically symmetric, it is a linear combina-
tion of the two solutions ~3.2!. As for boundary conditions, in the limit r→0, the asymptotic
solution of Eq. ~2.29! is Gˆ 00(v;r ,0);21/(8pr), which follows from the Poisson equation
DE3r
21524pd(x). The second integration constant is chosen in a way that Gˆ 00(v;x,0) decays
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Gˆ 00(v;Tyx,0) is a solution of ~2.29!, denoted in the following by Gˆ 00(v;x,y), because ~2.29! is
invariant with respect to the symmetry group of B3. The absolute value of ~3.4! relates to the

















sinh d , ~3.6!
r6~L !“112L62AL~L11 !, r151/r2 , d“log r1~L !, ~3.7!
with l5m22v2 and Re A11l.0. We have here also introduced the hyperbolic distance func-
tion d(x,y) in B3, and we will frequently make use of the identities,
~1/2!~r11r2!5cosh d5112L , ~3.8!












in ~3.6! and ~3.7!. This follows from the isometry12 H3↔B3,
xi5~ uzu21~11t !2!21~2z1,2z2 ,uzu21t221 !, ~3.12!
with z5z11iz2 . The identities ~3.6!–~3.10! also hold in H3, with the distance function
d(z ,t;z0 ,t0) defined by the third equation in ~3.7!.
Next we compile the spectral representation6,10 of Gˆ 00(v;z ,t;z0 ,t0),
Gˆ 00~v;z ,t;z0 ,t0!52E
R23R1
ds~j ,s !










P11is~z ,t;j!P12is~z0 ,t0 ;j!dj5
p
2




s sinh~d ! , ~3.14!
with l(v)5m22v2. The spectral measure, ds(j ,s), is defined in ~A13! ~with the convergence
factor dropped!. Equation ~3.13! readily follows from the completeness relation ~A14!, in con-
junction with 2DH3P11is5(s211)P11is, cf. ~B12!, and ~2.31!. The integral in ~3.14! is calcu-
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point-pair invariant L or the distance function d, we will write Gˆ 00(v ,d); in this way we get
model independent formulas, i.e., independent of the coordinate representation H3,B3, or any
other.
Next we turn to the time dependent Green functions. The retarded Green function is denoted
by G00
1
, the advanced one by G00
2
, the Feynman propagator by GF00
1
, and the Dyson propagator
by GF00
2 ; they can be defined by certain contour integrations, and we use the conventions, though
not quite the notation, of Ref. 14. The propagators relate to Gˆ 00(v ,d) in ~3.6! via ~2.28!,
G ~F !00





exp~2A11l~F !6 ~v!d !
sinh d , ~3.15!
l6~v!“m22~v262i«v!, lF6~v!“m22~v26i«!. ~3.16!
The «-terms indicate the path of integration for the respective propagators. We find, via ~3.13! and
~3.14!,
G ~F !00











6 ~s ,v!exp~2ivt!dv , ~3.17!
g6~s ,v!“~v022v272i«v!21, gF6~s ,v!“~v022v27i«!21,






G˜ 00~t ,d !“2 14p4 E0
‘
I˜~s ,t ,«!k~s ,d !s2ds , I˜~s ,t ,«!“v021e2~ it1«!v0, ~3.19!
we may write the propagators as linear combinations of G˜ 00(6t ,d),
G00
6 ~t ,d !56piu~6t!~G˜ 00~t ,d !2G˜ 00~2t ,d !!, GF00
6 ~t ,d !56piG˜ 00~6utu,d !. ~3.20!











Next we separate the pole part of D(t ,d), and then perform the limit «→0. We note15
K1~6ix !52~p/2!~J1~x !7iN1~x !!, x.0, ~3.22!
K1~z !5z211O~z log z !, J1~z !5z/21O~z3!,
N1~z !52~2/p!z211O~z log z !. ~3.23!


















where «(t)“sign(t) ~not to be confused with the «-regularization!. The distributions ~3.21! and
~3.24! are identical. The second term in ~3.24! is a principal value, and we arrive, by making use
of the second formula in ~A10!, at
D~t ,d !52ipd~d22t2!«~t!1dˆ K1~p/2!~dˆ N1i«~t!dˆ J!. ~3.27!
Piecing together the above formulas, we find the retarded/advanced Green functions and the
Feynman/Dyson propagators as
G00




sinh d S d~d22t2!2 12 dˆ JD , ~3.28!
GF00




sinh d S d~d22t2!2 12 dˆ J6 i2 S dˆ N1 2p dˆ KD D . ~3.29!
In the limit of vanishing photon mass, the classical propagators read
G00







3S Rd~d22c2t2!2 12 u~c2t22d2!Ac2t22d2 J1~R21Ac2t22d2!D ; ~3.30!
we have here restored the natural units, R is the curvature radius of the 3-space. The limit m
→0 can also be carried out in ~3.29!, but the spatial components of the quantum propagators get
singular, see after ~5.18!.
Remark: In ~2.1!, ~2.26!, and ~2.27!, the restoration of the units requires the substitution ja
→c21 ja, and, for nonvanishing photon mass, m“mc/\ . Moreover, j05..r is the charge density
of dimension A\c/R3. The components of the static RW-metric read in natural units g0052c2
and gi j5(R/t)2d i j , or gi j54(12uxu2/R2)22d i j , uxu,R . Dimensionally, j k;c j0, Ak;cA0
;A\c/R , and G00;c2Gi j;c2/R2.
In the ball model B3, the Minkowski space limit of ~3.21! is recovered for R→‘ . To this end,
we restore the units in ~3.21!, analogously to ~3.30!. For R→‘ , dsB32 ;4dx2, so that d;2ux
2yu, and the asymptotic limit of the point-pair invariant ~3.5! is AL;R21ux2yu. Also, m211







Inserting this into ~3.28! and ~3.29!, we recover of course the Minkowski results.14
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6 (t ,d) also happen to be the propagators of the minimally
coupled Klein–Gordon equation, solving
~h2m2!G ~F !00
6 ~t ,d~x,y!!5c21dB3~x,y!d~t!, ~3.32!
with the d’Alembertian h52]2/]t21DB3. @The dimension of G (F)00
6 is here 1/R2, so that we
have to divide the right-hand side of ~3.30! by c2.# We may also couple the scalar field to the Ricci
scalar, via the wave operator h2m22jRˆ . As the background geometry is static, the Ricci scalar
is constant, Rˆ 526, cf. ~5.28!. Obviously, G (F)00
6 (t ,d) also applies to this case, with a redefinition
of the mass parameter, as long as m21jRˆ 11>0. Conformal coupling is achieved for m50 and
j51/6. We will return to the conformally coupled Klein–Gordon equation, when we discuss
electromagnetic propagators in an expanding background geometry, at the end of Sec. V.
IV. THE SPATIAL RESOLVENT KERNEL
The transversal and longitudinal components of the spatial resolvent kernel, Rˆ i j“Rˆ i jT 1Rˆ i jL , of




















The eigenvectors aT1,2 ,L are listed in ~2.18! and ~2.19!. In the spectral measures dsT ,L, cf. ~B13!,
the «-regularizator can be dropped, as the integrals ~4.1! and ~4.2! are already convergent, unlike
those in the completeness relation ~B14!. ~As in Sec. III, we write the resolvent kernel with a roof,
to distinguish it from its Fourier transform, when studying time-dependent Green functions on the
4-manifold in Sec. V.! If we put l5m22v2, then Rˆ i j formally satisfies Eq. ~2.32!, which is an
immediate consequence of the completeness relation ~B.14!. The vectorial space component of the
~time independent! Green function of the Proca equation is thus
Gˆ i j~v;z ,t;z0 ,t0!5Rˆ i j~z ,t;z0 ,t0 ;l5m22v2!. ~4.3!
The time dependent Green function on the 4-manifold is then obtained by means of the Fourier
transform ~2.28!, studied in Sec. V. The purpose of this section is to find an explicit formula for the
kernel ~4.3!. A complex spectral parameter l is needed to define the integration paths in ~2.28!,
which in turn define the propagators, cf. ~3.17!. In the following we assume Re Al.0, as well as
Re Al11.0.
At first we calculate the kernels ~4.1! and ~4.2! for z5z850, and then restore these variables
by a symmetry argument. To this end we need the matrix elements
Ci j




Tk~0,t8;j ,s !dj , Ci j
T“Ci jT11Ci jT2, Ci jL“ER2aiLajLdj , ~4.4!
calculated in Appendix C. The nonvanishing matrix elements of the kernels ~at z5z850! read, for
b5t8/t.1,






























3~2b2~b211 !b2A11l2~b221 !A11lb2A11l!, ~4.6!






22b~b211 !b2A11l22b~b221 !A11lb2A11l!, ~4.7!
Rˆ 22

































12~b421 !A11lb2A11l12~b211 !2b2A11l!, ~4.10!






1~b221 !2lb2A11l12~b421 !A11lb2A11l12~b211 !2b2A11l!. ~4.11!
Replacing on the right-hand side of Eqs. ~4.5!–~4.11! b by 1/b, we obtain the kernels for b
5t8/t,1. If we put t851, and t5122r , and calculate the leading order of Rˆ 11 and Rˆ 33 for r
→0, we find Rˆ 11;Rˆ 33;1/(8pr), and Rˆ 11L ;1/(16pr).
Next we will restore the z and z8-variables, assumed zero in ~4.5!–~4.11!. This can be done by
symmetry, of course. The goal is to find the Green function Gˆ i j
B3(v;x,x8) with pole at x8 in the
Poincare´ ball B3, cf. ~2.30!. @We will frequently switch between the ball (B3) and half-space (H3)
models of hyperbolic geometry, cf. Sec. II, and we will indicate that by a superscript.# Gˆ i j
B3
transforms as a bivector, Gˆ i j
B3(v;x,x8)dxidx8 j; we map B3 onto H3 via the isometry ~3.12!, and
use the same transformation for the primed coordinates x8i and (z8,t8), so that x850 is mapped
onto ~z850, t851!. In the B3-model, the Green function with pole at the origin is spherically
symmetric, Gˆ i j
B3(v;x,0)5 f (v;uxu)d i j1g(v;uxu)xix j . We map Gˆ i jB
3(v;x,x8)dxidx8 j into H3, and
then consider the special coordinate values x850, x1,250, x35(t21)(t11)21, z5z850, t8
51, with arbitrary t.0. @From now on we also put t851 in the components ~4.5!–~4.11! of the
resolvent kernel Rˆ i j , in particular b51/t .# At these special coordinate values, the result of this
transformation is Rˆ 11dz1dz181Rˆ 22dz2dz281Rˆ 33dtdt8. @If t.1, we have to replace b by 1/b in
~4.5!–~4.11!, as mentioned above.# Moreover,
dxidx8i5~11t !22~dzkdzk81dtdt8!, xix jdxidx8 j5
~ t21 !2
~ t11 !4 dtdt8. ~4.12!
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k-summation is from 1 to 2. Also note, that x j in the second formula is not primed.! Accordingly,
we may identify
f ~v;uxu!5~11t !2Rˆ 11 , g~v;uxu!5
~11t !4
~12t !2 ~R
ˆ 332Rˆ 11!, ~4.13!
where t5(12uxu)(11uxu)21 if t,1, and t5(12uxu)21(11uxu) if t.1. In this way we have
determined the Green function Gˆ i j
B3(v;x,0) in B3, with pole at the origin.
Remarks: We have put t851 in Rˆ i j for the t-dependence of tRˆ i j to be solely via b51/t .
Equations ~4.5!–~4.11! only hold for b.1, so that we have to choose t5(12uxu)(11uxu)21, if
we use ~4.7! and ~4.11! in ~4.13!. As consistency check, the same result is obtained for f (v;uxu)
and g(v;uxu), if we insert into ~4.13! Rˆ i j calculated for b,1 as indicated after ~4.11!. Then we
have to identify t5(12uxu)21(11uxu). As pointed out in ~4.3!, the spectral variable in Rˆ i j relates
to the frequency as l5m22v2.
Next we calculate, by a further symmetry argument, the Green function Gˆ i j
B3(v;x,y) in B3
with pole at an arbitrary point y. We write for the moment xˆ instead of x, so that Gˆ i j
B3(v; xˆ,0)
5 f (v;uxˆu)d i j1g(v;uxˆu) xˆ ixˆ j , which is to be regarded as a vector field depending on a dummy
index j, solving the vector Eq. ~2.30!. Whenever we apply a Mo¨bius transformation ~i.e., a sym-
metry transformation of hyperbolic space! to this vector field, it will still solve the invariant Eq.
~2.30!. We consider the Mo¨bius transformation ~3.4!, xˆ5Tyx. The components of this transforma-


































~12uyu2!2 L , ~4.17!
we readily find











@Summation over i in ~4.17! and k in ~4.18! is implied.# Applying the transformation xˆ5Tyx to
Gˆ i j
B3(v; xˆ,0)dxˆi , we find
Gˆ i j




B3~v;x,y!“ f ~v;uxˆu! xˆ j ,i12uyu2 1g~v;uxˆu!
xˆ kxˆk ,ixˆ j
12uyu2 , ~4.20!
and more explicitly, by inserting ~4.16!, ~4.15!, and ~4.18!,
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B3~v;x,y!5r2Rˆ 11S ~112L !L~L11 ! L ,iL , j22L ,i , j D2r2Rˆ 33 1L~L11 ! L ,iL , j , ~4.21!
with r25112L22AL(L11) as defined in ~3.7!. The index i denotes differentiation with respect
to xi , the index j means differentiation with respect to y j , and Rˆ 11 and Rˆ 33 are defined in ~4.7! and
~4.11!, with t851 and t51/b5r25Ar2 /r1. Note that Gˆ i j
B3(v;x,y) solely depends on the point-
pair invariant L(x,y) and the spectral parameter l5m22v2 ~via Rˆ 11 and Rˆ 33!. In the definition
~4.20!, we have also used a normalization factor (12uyu2)21, to achieve the symmetry
Gˆ i j
B3(v;x,y)5Gˆ jiB
3(v;y,x). By construction, Gˆ i jB
3(v;x,y) satisfies the vector Eq. ~2.30!, with the
vector index i corresponding to the argument x. Gˆ i j
B3(v;x,y)dxidy j transforms as a bivector under
arbitrary coordinate transformations x5h(x8), y5h(y8), and L(x,y) is of course a biscalar. So it
is clear how to map Gˆ i j
B3(v;x,y) into the H3-model; we just have to replace in ~4.21! L(x,y) by the
H3-point-pair invariant ~3.11!. @The biscalars L(x,y) and L(z ,t;z8,t8) relate via the isometry
~3.12!.#
We also have to check that Gˆ i j
B3(v;x,y) has the right pole. We find in the B3-model, from


















where g i j54(12uxu2)22d i j is the B3-metric and g is its determinant. In fact, Eq. ~2.30! boils
down to ~4.23! in leading asymptotic order.
We rewrite Gˆ i j
B3(v;x,y) in terms of the hyperbolic distance function d(x,y), cf. ~3.8!–~3.10!.
As in ~4.21!, the indices i and j denote differentiation with respect to the first and second argu-
ment, respectively. By differentiating Eq. ~3.8!, we readily find
d
,id , j sinh2 d54L ,iL , j , d ,id , j cosh d1d ,i , j sinh d52L ,i , j . ~4.24!
We may now write, instead of ~4.21!,
Gˆ i j~v;x,y!52e2d~Rˆ 11 sinh dd ,i , j1Rˆ 33d ,id , j!, ~4.25!
and in ~4.7! and ~4.11! we put t851 and t51/b5e2d, so that
Rˆ 115
ed
4pl sinh3 d ~e




2pl sinh3 d ~e
2Ald~cosh d1Al sinh d !2e2A11ld~cosh2 d1~l/2!sinh2 d
1A11l sinh d cosh d !!, ~4.27!
with Re Al.0, and Re Al11.0. The Green function Gˆ i j(v;x,y), explicitly defined by ~4.25!–
~4.27! depends on the space arguments only via the hyperbolic distance function d(x,y). We have
dropped the B3-superscript, as Eqs. ~4.25!–~4.27! are valid in every model of hyperbolic geom-
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d(z ,t;z0 ,t0), defined by ~3.10! and ~3.11!. As special case, we note the Green function ~4.25! with










where Rˆ 11 and Rˆ 33 are defined by ~4.26! and ~4.27! and the substitutions
sinh d5
2r






cf. ~3.5! and ~3.8!–~3.10!.
Finally we give a direct proof of the completeness relation ~B14!, which is a good consistency
check for the rather lengthy calculations in this section and Appendix C. We start with ~4.25!, but
use for Rˆ 11 and Rˆ 33 the integral representations in ~4.1! and ~4.2!, with the (s21l)21 and (s2
111l)21 factors dropped. Instead, we include into these integrals the convergence factor e2«s
that appears in the spectral measures ~B13!. In short, by replacing in ~4.25! Rˆ i j by
Sˆ i j“ 12p3 E0
‘
dse2«s~~s211 !Ci j
T ~s !1s2Ci j
L ~s !!, ~4.30!
cf. ~4.4! and ~C.8!, we may write the completeness relation ~B14! as
2e2d~Sˆ 11 sinh d d ,i , j1Sˆ 33d ,id , j!5g i jg21/2d~x2y!. ~4.31!
It is here understood, that the substitutions t851 and t51/b5e2d, as indicated after ~4.25!, are
carried out in the Ci j
T ,L
-coefficients. It is not difficult to verify ~4.31!. The various s-integrations in
Sˆ 11 and Sˆ 33 are all standard in the limit «→0. @We put «50 whenever the integrals over the
individual trigonometric functions in the Ci j
T ,L
-coefficients converge without regularization, cf.









~«214L !2 , ~4.32!





~12uyu2!2 d i j1O~xix j!, L ,iL , j5O~xix j!, ~4.33!
and it is easy to check, that the O(xix j)-terms entering in ~4.31! via ~4.24! do not give a contri-
bution for «→0, which proves ~4.31! and hence the completeness relation ~B14!.
V. TIME DEPENDENT GREEN FUNCTIONS
In this section we focus on the Fourier integral ~2.28! for the spatial component of the Green
function, calculated in ~4.25!–~4.27!. The time component of the Green function has already been
Fourier transformed in Sec. III, cf. ~3.15!–~3.30!, and a similar procedure is applied in this section
to the spatial Fourier component ~4.25!. The integration paths in ~2.28! are specified by substitut-
ing for l in ~4.25! one of the four «-regularizations l (F)
6 (v) defined in ~3.16!. l6 refers to
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6 to Feynman ~1! and Dyson propagators. Also
note that we assumed in the derivation of ~4.25! Re Al.0, and Re Al11.0. We write the matrix
elements ~4.26! and ~4.27! as
Rˆ 11~l ,d !5
ed





A11lx sinh xdx D , ~5.1!
Rˆ 33~l ,d !5
ed

















‘ s sin~sd !
s21l
ds , ~5.3!
and the same with l→l11, and d→x . ~We do not interchange the s and d-integrations here.!
Next we define,
R ~F !i j
6 ~t ,d !“ 12p E2‘
‘
dve2ivtRˆ i j~l~F !
6 ~v!,d !, ~5.4!
so that retarded and advanced Green functions and Feynman and Dyson propagators read, accord-
ing to ~4.25!,
G ~F !i j
6 ~t;x,y!“2e2d~R ~F !116 ~t ,d !sinh d d ,i , j1R ~F !336 ~t ,d !d ,id , j!. ~5.5!
This complements the time component G (F)00
6 (t ,d) in ~3.15!. To evaluate ~5.4!, we interchange s
and v-integrations. The v-integration can be carried out as in ~3.17! and ~3.18!, and we arrive at
R ~F !11
6 ~t ,d !5
ed
4p sinh3 d S 2E0dS0~F !6 ~t ,x;m!dx1S0~F !6 ~t ,d;m!sinh d cosh d
1S1~F !




6 ~t ,x;A11m2!sinh xdx D , ~5.6!
R ~F !33
6 ~t ,d !5
ed





6 ~t ,x;A11m2!sinh xdx1
1
2 S1~F !
6 ~t ,d;A11m2!sinh2 d D .
~5.7!
Here, Si(F)
6 (t ,d;m) and Si(F)6 (t ,d;A11m2) are defined by
S0~F !
6 ~t ,d;m!“ 1
p2 E0
‘
cos~sd !I ~F !
6 ~v0 ,t!ds ,
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6 ~t ,d;m!“ 1
p2 E0
‘
s sin~sd !I ~F !
6 ~v0 ,t!ds , ~5.8!
I6~v0 ,t!“7piv021~eiv0t2e2iv0t!u~6t!, IF6~v0 ,t!“6piv021e7iv0utu,
with v0“As21m2, and Re v0.0. Sometimes we will write v0T for v0 , the frequency of the
transversal modes; the longitudinal frequency relates to the spectral parameter via v0
L
“As2111m2, Re v0L.0. Evidently, Si(F)6 (t ,d;A11m2) is obtained by replacing in ~5.8! v0 by
v0
L
. The terms in ~5.6! and ~5.7! depending on Si(F)
6 (t ,d;m) stem from the transversal modes in
the spectral resolution, cf. the derivation of ~4.26! and ~4.27!, whereas the terms containing
Si(F)
6 (t ,d;A11m2) are generated by the longitudinal modes. Clearly, S152]S0 /]d . The coeffi-
cients ~5.8! are calculated via an integral representation of modified Bessel functions,15 quite
analogously to the scalar case ~3.19! and ~3.20!,
Si
6~t ,d;m!56pi~S˜ i~t ,d;m!2S˜ i~2t ,d;m!!u~6t!, ~5.9!
SiF
6 ~t ,d;m!56piS˜ i~6utu,d;m!, ~5.10!
where we have defined






S˜ 1~t ,d;m!“ 1p2 E0
‘































and the S˜ i(t ,d;A11m2) are obtained by the substitution m→A11m2, of course; «~t! is the sign
function. In the calculation of ~5.13! and ~5.14!, we used the second and third formula in ~A10!,
as well as ~3.22! and ~3.23!, and15
K0~6ix !52~p/2!~N0~x !6iJ0~x !!, x.0, ~5.15!
K0~z !52g2log~z/2!1O~z2 log z !, J0~z !511O~z2!,
~5.16!
N0~z !5~2/p!~g1log~z/2!!1O~z2 log z !.
The integrals in ~5.6! and ~5.7! are calculated via ~5.9! and ~5.10!, by making use of ~5.13! and
~5.14!,
































3S u~t22d2!EAt22d2utu 1u~d22t2!E0utu D ~N1~Am211y !
1i«~t!J1~Am211y !!sinhAt22y2dy . ~5.18!
In the u(d22t2)-terms, there are singularities in K1 and N1 for y→0, cf. ~3.23!, which, however,
cancel each other. As a consistency check, we note *0
dS˜ 1
T(t ,x)dx5S˜ 0T(t ,0)2S˜ 0T(t ,d), which can
readily be verified by (J08 ,N08 ,K08)(z)52(J1 ,N1 ,K1)(z). The integrals in ~5.17! and ~5.18! are of
indefinite type and cannot be further evaluated in closed form, but this representation is suffi-
ciently explicit to reveal the singularity and asymptotic structure and in particular the support of
the propagators. The most surprising feature is perhaps, that the Feynman and Dyson propagators
defined by ~5.10! have an infrared singularity for m→0. Hence, for the electromagnetic field, these
propagators are ill-defined by the standard contour integration, unless one uses some kind of
infrared regularization such as a finite photon mass. This is an effect of the space curvature; if one
approximates in ~5.6! and ~5.7!, in the limit of large curvature radius, cosh d;1, and sinh d;d,
then the log m singularities stemming from N0 and K0 cancel each other. ~Throughout the calcu-
lations, we have put the curvature radius of the 3-space equal to one, but it can readily be restored
by dimensional considerations, see below.! In retarded and advanced Green functions, cf. ~5.9!, the
log m-singularities cancel without performing this curvature limit. It would be interesting to in-
vestigate whether the infrared divergence of the quantum propagators can affect the emission
probability of soft photons.16 If so, one could possibly draw inferences on the curvature sign.





















3S u~t22d2!EAt22d2utu 1u~d22t2!E0utu D J1~Am211y !sinhAt22y2dy ,
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6(t ,d;A11m2) are obtained by the substitution m→A11m2. The retarded and ad-
vanced Green functions Gi j
6(t;x,y) of a massive vector field are thus given by ~5.5!–~5.7!, with




































2 S u~t22d2!EAt22d2utu 1u~d22t2!
3E
0




















3S u~t22d2!EAt22d2utu 1u~d22t2!E0utu D ~J1~Am211y !
2iN1~Am211y !!sinhAt22y2dy .
The coefficients for the Dyson propagator are obtained by complex conjugation, SiF2 (t ,d;m)
5SiF
1 (t ,d;m).
In the retarded and advanced propagators, the limit m→0 can be performed, and we find
Gi j
6~t;x,y;m50 !52e2d/R~R11
6 ~t ,d;m50 !sinh~d/R !Rd
,i , j
1R33
6 ~t ,d;m50 !d
,id , j!, ~5.23!
with the matrix elements, cf. ~5.19! and ~5.20!,
R11
6 ~t ,d;m50 !5
ed/Ru~6t!
4pR2 sinh3~d/R ! F2dR sinh2S dR D d~d22c2t2!1u~c2t22d2!
3S 2 dR 1sinh dR cosh dR2 1R EAc2t22d2cutu J1~y /R !sinh~R21Ac2t22y2!dy D





J1~y /R !sinh~R21Ac2t22y2!dy D G , ~5.24!
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6 ~t ,d;m50 !5
ed/Ru~6t!
2pR2 sinh3~d/R ! FdR sinh2S dR D d~d22c2t2!1u~c2t22d2!
3S dR cosh dR2sinh dR2 d2 sinh2S dR D J1~R21Ac2t22d2!Ac2t22d2
1coshS dR D 1R EAc2t22d2cutu J1~y /R !sinh~R21Ac2t22y2!dy D 1u~d22c2t2!
3cosh
d
R S cutuR 2sinh cutuR 1 1R E0cutuJ1~y /R !sinh~R21Ac2t22y2!dy D G .
~5.25!
We have here restored the natural units, the curvature radius R of the 3-space, and c. @The
exponentials drop out, of course, we just have them included to be consistent with the previous
notation, and they are also convenient when considering the d→‘ asymptotics, see after ~6.14!.#
In the B3-model, we recover for R→‘ the Green functions in Minkowski space, cf. the discussion
preceding ~3.31!. In fact, dd
,i , j1d ,id , j;24d i j , so that ~5.23! boils down to
Gi j
6~t;x,y;m50, R→‘!; 12p 4d i ju~6t!d~4ux2yu
22c2t2!, ~5.26!
supported only at the light cone. By a rescaling of the space coordinates, one can get rid of the two
factors of 4. One can sometimes switch from negative to positive curvature just by analtyic
continuation in the curvature radius, and it would be interesting to check in how far this persists
here.
Up to now we considered a static RW cosmology @expansion factor a(t)51#; the retarded and
advanced electromagnetic Green functions as defined by ~3.30! and ~5.23! remain valid, with
minor modifications, in a general RW cosmology, ds252dt21a2(t)ds2. In the spectral elemen-
tary waves ~2.15! and ~2.16!, we have to substitute t→*t0
t a21(t)dt into the exponentials, so that
the frequencies of the transversal and longitudinal waves scale as usua21(t) and As211a21(t),
respectively. In addition, the longitudinal time component A0
L in ~2.16! has to be rescaled by a
factor a21(t). In the Green functions ~3.30! and ~5.23!, we have to perform the same substitution
for the time variable, and then to scale G00
6 by a factor (a(t)a(t0))21. These modifications only
apply to the massless case, m50, as a consequence of the conformal coupling of the electromag-
netic field. If the rest mass is finite, a time separation of ~2.4!–~2.6! is still possible, so that the
time independent part of the spectral problem, in particular the resolvent kernel calculated in Secs.
III and IV, also applies to a RW cosmology with arbitrary expansion factor without modifications.
However, the time dependence of the eigenfunctions is then not any more exponential as in ~2.15!
and ~2.16!, and has to be calculated from scratch, and the integral transform ~2.28! relating the
time dependent Green functions to the resolvent kernel must be modified accordingly. In a Milne
universe with linear expansion factor, a(t)5(c/R)t , it should be possible to obtain quite explicit
formulas for the massive propagators.17
Remark: The time component G00(F)
6 (m2521), if scaled in the indicated way with the
expansion factor, also defines the propagators of the conformally coupled Klein–Gordon equation,
as discussed at the end of Sec. III. The limit m2→21 can easily be carried out in ~3.25! and
~3.26!. By a standard scaling argument2 applied to ~3.32!, we find
~h2Rˆ /6!G00~F !
6 ~t ,d;m2521 !5a23~t!dB3~x,y!d~t!, ~5.27!
where h is the d’Alembertian of the RW-line element, and









is the Ricci scalar. The spectral elementary waves, solving (h2Rˆ /6)c50, read
c5a21~t!expS 6isE a21~t!dt D P11is, ~5.29!
with the Poisson kernel P as defined in ~2.17!.
VI. GREEN FUNCTIONS IN RW COSMOLOGIES WITH MULTIPLY CONNECTED
HYPERBOLIC 3-SPACE
We start with the time independent Green functions Gˆ 00(v;x,y), cf. ~3.6! and Gˆ i j(v;x,y), cf.
~4.25!. For l, we substitute l (F)
6 (v) as in ~3.16! and write accordingly, in the B3-model,
Gˆ (F)00
6 (v;x,y) and Gˆ (F)i j6 (v;x,y), as at the beginning of Sec. V. We will switch between the B3
and H3-models whenever convenient; in the H3-model, we write Gˆ (F)ab
6 (v;z ,t;z0 ,t0). Green
functions on multiply connected hyperbolic manifolds can formally be obtained by periodizing B3






Gˆ ~F !i j
G6 ~v;x,y!“ (
gPG
Gˆ ~F !k j
6 ~v;gx,y!@g8x#ki ; ~6.2!
the scalar case ~6.1! is well documented.6,9,10,18 The Jacobian @g8x# in ~6.2! is readily calculated
by making use of the representation5 g(x)5kTg21(0)x, with a constant matrix kPSO~3!; the
Jacobian of Tyx is given in ~4.15!.
The hard part is of course to show that the series ~6.1! and ~6.2! converge, see after ~6.11!. We
restrict this investigation to hyperbolic manifolds that admit a finitely sided fundamental polyhe-
dron without parabolic cusp singularities. The covering group G is a Kleinian group,19–24 a discrete
subgroup of SL~2,C)/$6id% acting via 3D Mo¨bius transformations in B3 or H3. G is finitely
generated, and does not contain parabolic ~or elliptic! elements. As for the Hausdorff dimension d
of the limit set of G, the manifold is open if 0<d,2, so that the fundamental polyhedron has faces
on the boundary of H3; it is compact if d52, in this case the fundamental polyhedron does not
touch the boundary. The domain defined by the polyhedral faces on the boundary is denoted by f;
it is a fundamental domain of G acting via Mo¨bius ~i.e., linear fractional! transformations in the
complex plane. Examples for open hyperbolic manifolds are solid handle-bodies with Schottky
covering groups;19 the limit sets of these groups are Cantor sets with 0,d,1. Another class of
open hyperbolic manifolds are thickened Riemann surfaces, hollow handle bodies, with ~quasi-!
Fuchsian20 covering groups, whose limit sets are closed Jordan curves with Hausdorff dimensions
1<d,2. As mentioned, the faces of the fundamental polyhedron corresponding to the surfaces of
these 3D handle bodies lie on the boundary at infinity of hyperbolic space, i.e., in the complex
plane, if we use the H3-model, and so these manifolds are open. In the following only manifolds
with 0<d,1 are considered, to assure the convergence of the series ~6.1! and ~6.2!.
The periodization in ~6.1! and ~6.2! may as well be with respect to y, because Gˆ (F)00
6 and
Gˆ (F)i j
6 are scalar and vectorial point-pair invariants, respectively,
Gˆ ~F !00
6 ~v;gx,gy!5Gˆ ~F !00
6 ~v;x,y!, ~6.3!
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6 ~v;gx,y!@g8x#km5Gˆ ~F !mk
6 ~v;x,g21y!@g218y#kn .
These symmetries hold for every Mo¨bius transformation in B3, unrelated to the covering group G,
because Gˆ (F)00
6 and Gˆ (F)i j
6 are functions of the scalar point-pair invariant L(x,y), and the vectorial
invariants ]L/]xi]L/]y j and ]2L/]xi]y j . The periodization ~6.1! and ~6.2! may be replaced by a
G-periodization with respect to y ~and j!. To see this, we replace in ~6.3! and ~6.4! x by g21x, and
because the summation in ~6.1! and ~6.2! is over the whole group, we may replace there g by g21.
By a similar reasoning, ~6.3! and ~6.4! still holds for the periodized functions ~6.1! and ~6.2!,
provided gPG .
The spectral representation of Gˆ (F)ab
G6 is readily derived in the half-space model H3. Starting
with the scalar time component, we define the Eisenstein series6,9,10
E~z ,t;j ,11is !“ (
gPG
P11is~g~z ,t !;j!5 (
gPG
ug8ju11isP11is~z ,t;gj!, ~6.5!
where we used the symmetry ~2.24!, which also implies
E~g~z ,t !;j ,11is !5E~z ,t;j ,11is !, ug8ju11isE~z ,t;gj ,11is !5E~z ,t;j ,11is !, ~6.6!
for gPG . In the first equation in ~2.16!, we substitute the series ~6.5! for P11is, which amounts
to periodizing the H3-eigenfunctions with respect to the hyperbolic lattice. The series ~6.5! con-
verges for the indicated covering groups ~with d,1!, see after ~6.11!. It is easy to see, that the
orthogonality and completeness relations ~A12! and ~A14! remain valid for E(z ,t;j ,16is) with
some obvious modifications; apart from replacing P16is by E(z ,t;j ,16is), the domain of inte-
gration (H3) in ~A12! has to be restricted to a fundamental polyhedron F of the covering group,
and in ~A14! the domain of integration (R23R1) is restricted to f 3R1, where f is a fundamental
domain of G in the complex plane. @The formal procedures to show this, and to derive ~6.7! and
~6.10! below, are quite similar to those indicated in ~6.24! and ~6.25!.# It should be stressed, that
these statements are only safe for the specified covering groups. For example, the series ~6.5!
diverges for covering groups as defined after ~6.2! with d>1, and analytic continuation is needed
to define it for real s. This is not only a technicality, because bound states emerge in addition to the
continuous spectrum,6 and the set ~6.5! is not complete.
If d,1, the completeness relation ~A14! holds with the indicated modifications, and we may
write, analogously to ~3.13!,
Gˆ ~F !00
G6 ~v;z ,t;z0 ,t0!52Ef 3R1ds~j ,s !




with the spectral measure defined in ~A13!. The formal identity of ~6.7! with ~6.1! can be easily
shown by means of the completeness relation and the spectral representation ~3.13! in the covering
space, along the lines of ~6.24! and ~6.25!.
The spatial component of the resolvent kernel admits a similar representation. The vectorial
analog to ~6.5! reads as13
aj
GTL~z ,t;j ,s !“ (
gPG
ai
TL~g~z ,t !;j ,s !@g8~z ,t !# i j5 (
gPG
ug8ju isg8jaj
TL~z ,t;gj ,s !,
aj
GTR~z ,t;j ,s !“ (
gPG
ug8ju isg8jaj
TR~z ,t;gj ,s !, ~6.8!
aj
GL~z ,t;j ,s !“ (
gPG
ug8ju11isaj
L~z ,t;gj ,s !,
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ai
GTL~g~z ,t !;j ,s !@g8~z ,t !# i j5aj
GTL~z ,t;j ,s !5ug8ju isg8jaj
GTL~z ,t;gj ,s !, ~6.9!
and analogous relations hold for the right circular and longitudinal polarizations. These Eisenstein
series are obtained by periodizing the circularly polarized transversal vectors aj
TL ,R as defined in
~2.22!, and the longitudinal vector aj
L in ~2.20!. The symmetries ~2.23! have been invoked in ~6.8!
and ~6.9!. Again, for the indicated covering groups ~with d,1!, these series converge for real s,
see the discussion following ~6.11!. The spatial components of the eigenfunctions in ~2.15! and
~2.16! get periodized ~and circularly polarized! by replacing there aj
Tk ,L by ~6.8!, and then they
solve again the G-invariant Eq. ~2.6!. The vectors in ~6.8! are orthogonal, cf. ~B4!–~B6!, and the
completeness relation ~B14! stays valid with the substitutions aTk ,L→aGTL ,R ,L and the above-
mentioned restriction of the domain of integration to a fundamental domain. Accordingly, the
spectral resolution of the matrix elements ~4.1! and ~4.2! reads
Rˆ i j






GL~z ,t;z0 ,t0 ;l!“Ef 3R1aiGL~z ,t;j ,s !ajGL~z0 ,t0 ;j ,s !
dsL~j ,s !
s2111l ,
and the spectral representation of the periodized spatial Green function is thus found as
Gˆ ~F !i j
G6 ~v;z ,t;z0 ,t0!5Rˆ i j
GT~z ,t;z0 ,t0 ;l~F !
6 ~v!!1Rˆ i j
GL~z ,t;z0 ,t0 ;l~F !
6 ~v!!. ~6.11!
@The k-summation in Rˆ i j
GT is over left and right circular polarizations, which may as well be
replaced by linearly polarized states, according to ~2.22!.# The spectral measures in ~6.10! remain
as defined in ~B13!, but the domain of the j-integration is restricted to a fundamental domain f in
the complex plane.
The Poisson kernel P(z ,t;gj) as well as the components of the vectors aTL ,R ,L(z ,t;gj ,s) are
bounded for gPG , and hence the convergence abscissa of the Eisenstein series ~6.5! and ~6.8!
coincides with that of the Poincare´ series (gPGug8ju11is. ~The limit set is the set of accumulation
points of the orbit gj, by the way.! As for the covering groups indicated after ~6.2!, this series is
known to converge only for Re(11is).d, cf. Ref. 6.
To obtain the convergence behavior of the Poincare´ series ~6.1! and ~6.2!, we need an estimate
on Gˆ (F)ab
6 (v;x,y) @defined by ~3.6! and ~4.25!# for d→‘ , which means for uxu→1, and y fixed, or
vice versa. For the time component, this is easily settled, Gˆ 00(v;x,y)5O(exp(2(11«˜)d(x,y))),
with «˜“Re A11l , cf. ~3.6!. When calculating the real space Green functions ~3.15!, the limit
«˜→0 is attained.
Next we turn to the d→‘ asymptotics of the space component and the Jacobian in ~6.2!. In
the B3-model, we can readily calculate (log L)








122xy1y2 S 12 d i j2 ~xi2yi!~x j2y j!122xy1y2 D . ~6.12!







Moreover, we find from ~4.24!, for L→‘ ,
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,id , j;L ,iL , j /L25O~L !,
~6.14!
sinh~d !d







Clearly, L;ed/4, so that e2dd
,id , j5O(1), as well as e2d sinh(d)d,i,j5O(1), for d→‘ . Accord-
ingly, Rˆ 115O(e2Ald), and Rˆ 335O(e2A11ld), cf. ~4.26! and ~4.27!, and hence the asymptotics of
the Green function ~4.25! is evident, Gˆ i j(v;x,y)5O(exp(2«˜d(x,y))), with «˜“min(Re Al ,Re A11l).0. In the integration procedures for the time dependent Green func-
tions, cf. ~5.4! and ~3.16!, the limit «˜→0 is again reached. In ~6.2!, the estimate for Gˆ i j has still
to be multiplied with the estimate for the Jacobian @g8x# .
As for the Jacobian xˆ j ,i of Tyx, cf. ~4.15!, we find, for fixed x and uyu→1, xˆ j ,i5O(12uyu).
We write g(x)5kTg21(0)x, with an orthogonal matrix k, as pointed out after ~6.2!. We thus obtain,
for ug21(0)u→1, the estimate @g8x#mn5O(12ug210u). Using L(0,g(y))5L(g21(0),y), we find
@g8x#mn5O(12ugyu), for ugyu→1, with fixed x and y, for every Kleinian group, and so we may
write @g8x#mn5O(exp(2d(y,gx)))5O(exp(2d(gy,x))). ~The geometric reasoning underlying
such estimates, also with regard to uniformity in fundamental domains, is explained in Ref. 5.! We
conclude, that the convergence of the series ~6.1! and ~6.2! is decided by the convergence of
(gPG exp(2d(gx,y)), uniformly in l5l (F)6 (« ,v), for real v and «→0. The Poincare´ series
(gPG exp(2ad(gx,y)) and (gPGug8jua have the same abscissa of convergence. Accordingly, in
the case of the covering groups specified after ~6.2!, we can use the series ~6.1! and ~6.2! only if
d,1, which also happens to be the criterion for the convergence of the Eisenstein series ~6.5! and
~6.8!.
The time-dependent Green function on the 4-manifold is defined as the Fourier transform of













G ~F !i j
G6 ~t;x,y!5 (
gPG
G ~F !k j
6 ~t;gx,y!@g8x#ki , ~6.17!
which means periodization of the real space Green functions defined in ~3.28!, ~3.29!, and ~5.5!–
~5.7!. The convergence of the series ~6.16! and ~6.17! can be estimated as above, G (F)00
6 (t;x,y)
5O(e2d), uniformly in t, for uxu→1 and fixed y, which follows from ~3.28!, ~3.29!, the asymp-
totics of the Bessel functions there, and ~A10!. Likewise, G (F)i j
6 (t;x,y)5O(1), which follows
from ~5.5!–~5.7! and ~5.19!–~5.22!. The Jacobian in ~6.17! is O(e2d), so that we end up, like
above, with (gPGe2d, as series determining the convergence of ~6.16! and ~6.17!. Hence, for
geometrically finite covering groups, without parabolic and elliptic elements, and with d,1, the
propagators on the hyperbolic manifold are obtained by periodizing the corresponding Green
functions in the covering space. Clearly, the symmetry ~6.3! and ~6.4! also applies to
G (F)ab
G6 (t;x,y), for gPG .
Finally we point out a method to obtain wave solutions on the multiply connected manifold,
that does not make explicit use of the periodized Green functions. This is not only useful for d
>1, when the above series fail to converge, but also if d,1, because the series (gPGug8jua is not
known for its rapid convergence.21 Wave fields satisfying the field Eqs. ~2.1! on the multiply
connected 4-manifold are obtained as






analogously to ~2.26!. The spatial integration is over a fundamental polyhedron F, and Gaa8
G
denotes a linear combination of the propagators G (F)ab
G6
, with coefficients adding up to unity, so
that Gaa8
G
solves ~2.25!. The current is periodic with respect to the covering group,
jG0~t ,gx!5 jG0~t ,x!, @g8x#21ik jGk~t ,gx!5 jGi~t ,x!, ~6.19!








admits the symmetries stated in ~6.3! and ~6.4! for gPG . The current density jGa(t ,x) is
usually obtained by periodizing a density ja(t ,x) in B3 or H3,
jG0~t ,x!5 (
gPG
j0~t ,gx!, jGi~t ,x!5 (
gPG
@g8x#21ik j k~t ,gx!. ~6.21!




where Gaa8 is again a linear combination of the propagators G (F)ab







Ak~t ,gx!@g8x#ki . ~6.23!






















Here we at first used B35łbPGb(F), and then the invariance of the hyperbolic volume element,
dVB3(bx)5dVB3(x), as well as the point-pair invariance ~6.3! and ~6.4!. The first two Jacobians
in ~6.25! can be replaced by @(b21g)8x8#ai , and the third by @b8x8#21bm. ~As for Jacobians in
Poincare´ series, we do not distinguish between sub- and superscripts and avoid mixed indices; the
summation convention applies whenever two indices are equal.! Next we pull the gPG summa-
tion under the integral sign. As this summation is over the whole group G, we may drop the b21
in Gab and in the Jacobian, and obtain in this way Gaa8
G
. The periodized current jGa is finally
recovered by pulling the bPG summation under the integral sign. In ~6.23!, no explicit use is
made of the Green functions ~6.16! and ~6.17! on the 4-manifold.
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APPENDIX A: ORTHOGONALITY, COMPLETENESS, AND THE RESOLVENT KERNEL
FOR THE LONGITUDINAL TIME COMPONENT
We calculate the resolvent kernel ~3.14!, and the spectral measure for the time component of
the eigenvectors ~2.16!. The results obtained in this appendix are not new, and a more detailed
account on the spectral theory of the hyperbolic Laplace–Beltrami operator, without explicit use
of distributions, can be found in Refs. 9 and 10. I include this appendix, because the scalar Green
function happens to be the time component of the electromagnetic propagators, and the integral
~A1! is also a prerequisite for the calculation of the spatial resolvent kernel in Appendix B.
The key convolution of H3-spectral theory is





with ziPR2, and t i.0. The exponents are complex numbers, and the convergence properties of
this integral will turn out in the course of the calculation. We shift the integration variable, and use
a Feynman parametrization for both factors, x2g5G21(g)*0‘sg21e2xsds . Then the j-integration

















Next we perform the transformation s15us , s25(12u)s , 0<s<‘ , 0<u<1, with the Jacobian




















‘ dyya21~11~ t2 /t1!y !a1b22
~112~112L !y1y2!a1b21 , ~A4!
with the H3-Poisson kernel and the Selberg point-pair invariant,

















with r6“112L62AL(L11), cf. ~3.7!. Finally, we put a511is , and obtain the kernel ~3.14!
as
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sin~sd !
s sinh~d ! , ~A7!
with the hyperbolic distance function d5log r1(L).
The scalar orthogonality relation for the longitudinal time component in ~2.16! can be derived
from
d˜ ~j ,j8;a ,b;«!5E
0
‘







3BS a2b1«2 , b2a1«2 DBS a1b221«2 , a1b2«2 D . ~A8!
We used here the representation ~A3! and interchanged integrations. We put a511is , b51
2it , and write





where we have dropped higher orders in «. d(j ,j8;s ,t) is a distribution concentrated at j5j8,
t5s . Next we note two «-representations of the Dirac d-function, as well as two other well known













By integrating over a test function in R23R1, and making use of the first formula in ~A10!, one
can easily show that
d~j ,j8;s ,t !52p3s22d~j2j8!d~s2t !. ~A11!
d(j2j8) is the Dirac function in R2. The orthogonality relation for the time component of the




dVH3P11is~z ,t;j!P12it~z ,t;j8!52p3s22d~j2j8!d~s2t !. ~A12!
The H3-volume element is dVH35t23dtdz1dz2 . Accordingly, we find the spectral measure
ds~j ,s !“~2p3!21s2e2«sdjds ~A13!
on R23R1. A convergence factor e2«s is included to obtain an «-representation of the d-function
via the completeness relation; a principal value as regularization is likewise possible.10 The eigen-
functions P11is satisfy 2DH3P11is5(s211)P11is.
Once the spectral measure is found, one can write down the completeness relation,
E
R23R1
ds~j ,s !P11is~z ,t;j!P12is~z0 ,t0 ;j!5dH3~z ,t;z0 ,t0!, ~A14!












If we expand in AL and drop terms vanishing for «→0, we find an «-representation of the





~«214L !2 5dH3~z ,t;z0 ,t0!, ~A16!
with L as in ~A5!. This can easily be checked by integration with a test function, preferably in the
B3-model; dB3(x;x0) is obtained by replacing in ~A16! L(z ,t;z0 ,t0) by the B3-invariant L(x,x0)
as defined in ~3.5!. We may of course assume x050, because L is invariant with respect to the
symmetry group of B3, which includes the transformations ~3.4!, and then use polar coordinates
and a Taylor expansion of the test function f (x) in *B3dVB3 f (x)dB3(x;x0)5 f (x0); the B3-volume
element is dVB358(12uxu2)23d3x.
APPENDIX B: TRANSVERSAL AND LONGITUDINAL SPECTRAL MEASURES FOR THE
SPATIAL COMPONENT OF THE PROCA EQUATION
To calculate the space component of the resolvent kernel, we need the spectral measure in the
completeness relation for the eigenvectors aT1,2 ,L, cf. ~2.18! and ~2.19!, which can be extracted
from the orthogonality relation derived in this appendix. The basic integral in this relation was







G~a!G~b!G~31g! GS a2b1g132 DGS 32a1b1g2 D
3GS a1b1g112 DGS a1b2g232 D , ~B1!
with the Poisson kernel P as defined in ~A5! and arbitrary complex numbers a, b, and g. ~At this
point there is no need to discuss convergence, though this is not hard to do; H3 means here of
course R23R1.! The orthogonality relation can be derived by differentiating this formula with
respect to j“(j1 ,j2) and j8“(j18 ,j28). Defining e“«1i(s82s), we find in leading asymptotic



























which readily follows from ~B1!, by expanding the G-functions.
In the eigenvectors ~2.18!, we may replace the z-differentiations by j-differentiations, ]/]zi
→2]/]j i . @Note that in this appendix z5(z1 ,z2), whereas in Appendix A the zi are themselves
complex.# We define Di j“]2/]j i22]2/]j j2, and analogously Di j8 for j8, so that
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21e5~e12 !e@4~e21 !uj2j8ue221~~j12j18!2
2~j22j28!
















































uj2j8ue225E aT2aT2dzt211«dt . ~B4!
We dropped here the ~z,t!-arguments in the eigenfunctions and Poisson kernels. The t21-factor in
the integral derives from the hyperbolic metric g i j5t22d i j , via g i jaia jAg , and the
«-regularization is used to obtain an «-representation of the d-functions in the orthogonality rela-
tion. In fact, by integrating over a test function, one can readily show that
~«/ e¯ !uj2j8ue2252p2d~j2j8!d~s2s8!, ~B5!
















































which follows from ~B1! for s8 →s and «→0. Equations ~B4! and ~B6!, with ~B5! substituted,
constitute the orthogonality relations for the vector fields ~2.18!, if complemented by
aTi(z ,t;j ,s)aL(z ,t;j8,s8)[0. The orthogonality of the longitudinal and transversal subspaces


















P21a S S ]P
11a
]zi




















2DH3Pa~z ,t;j!5a~22a!Pa~z ,t;j!. ~B12!
a and b are complex constants; the Laplace–Beltrami operator DH3 is defined in ~2.5!, and the Di j
are defined either with zi-derivatives as in ~2.18! or with j i-derivatives as after ~B2!; summation
over i is implied in ~B11!.









the domain of integration is R23R1. As in ~A13!, we have included a convergence factor e2«s






Tk~z ,t;j ,s !aj




L~z ,t;j ,s !aj
L~z8,t8;j ,s !dsL~j ,s !5g i jdH3~z ,t;z8,t8!, ~B14!
where dH3 denotes the d-function in H3, as defined in ~A16!. A check of this relation, by explicit
calculation of the integrals, is given at the end of Sec. IV.
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We will calculate the matrix elements ~4.4!, that is Ci j
Tk“*R2aiTkajTkdj , Ci jT“Ci jT11Ci jT2, and
Ci j
L“*R2aiLajLdj , with eigenfunctions as defined in ~2.18! and ~2.19!, at z5z850. We consider, at






G~a !G~b ! t8
22a2bE
0
‘ dyya21~11~ t8/t !y !a1b22
~112~112L !y1y2!a1b21 , ~C1!
with the H3-point-pair invariant L(z ,t;z8,t8) as in ~3.11!, and define
K~a ,b !“K~a ,b;L;t ,t8!uz5z850 , K8~a ,b !“]K~a ,b;L;t ,t8!/]Luz5z850 , ~C2!
and analogously K9(a ,b), where a and b are arbitrary complex numbers, so that the integrals
converge. It is understood that the L-differentiation is carried out before the y-integration in ~C1!,
to take care of the poles of G(a1b21). In the following, we put b“t8/t , so that, at z5z8
50, 112(112L)y1y25(11by)(11b21y). We also introduce the shortcuts L
,i
5]L/]ziuz5z850 and L ,i85]L/]zi8uz5z850 , with z5
.
.(z1 ,z2) and z85..(z18 ,z28), and analogously for
higher order derivatives. Evidently, z1,2-derivatives of K(a ,b;L;t ,t8) at z5z850 are obtained via
]K/]zi5..K ,i5K8(a ,b)L ,i , etc. We will only use z1,2 and z1,28 -derivatives, always at z5z850; t
and t8-derivatives are not needed in the following. The only nonvanishing derivatives of L are
L
,i , j5(2tt8)21d i j , L ,i , j852(2tt8)21d i j8 , and L ,i8, j85(2tt8)21d i8 j8 . Accordingly, the only non-
vanishing z1,2-derivatives of K(a ,b;L;t ,t8) at z5z850 are, up to the fourth order
K
,1,1~a ,b !5K ,2,25~2tt8!21K8~a ,b !,
K
,1,1,2,25~2tt8!22K9~a ,b !, K ,1,1,1,15K ,2,2,2,253K ,1,1,2,2 . ~C3!
The indicated indices may of course be permuted. An index may also be replaced by the same
primed index; in this case a minus sign has to be added on the right-hand side, e.g., K
,1,18,2,2
52K
,1,1,2,2 , K ,1,18,28,25K ,1,1,2,2 , etc., since ]/]zi52]/]zi8 when applied to L.
With these preparations, the matrix elements ~4.4! can be readily calculated. We use the
representation ~2.18!, ~2.19! for the eigenfunctions, interchange differentiations, and integrations,















































k~ l ,m ,n;s !“E
0
‘ dyyl1is
~11by !m~11b21y !n , ~C5!
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K~1,1!5p
k~0,1,1;s !













G~21is !G~22is ! , ~C6!
K8~1,1!5
24pk~1,2,2;s !
G~11is !G~12is ! , K9~0,0!5t8
2 16pk~1,3,1;s !
G~ is !G~2is ! .
As a consistency check, we note the symmetry
K~2,2;b→b21!5 K9~0,0;b!8t84s2~s211 ! .























































Collecting terms, we obtain the nonvanishing matrix elements Ci j
















tt8 S ~b211 ! b
is2b2is
is 2~b







3S 2~b416b211 ! b is2b2isis 2~b221 !2is~b is2b2is!12~b421 !~b is1b2is! D .
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s-integrations, which are likewise elementary, cf. ~4.5!–~4.11!.
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